ORF-SIG Business Meeting

4/18/18

Agenda

• 12:00-12:40: CSM Wrap up discussion
  • Thank You and Shout Outs
  • CSM Meeting Minutes
  • CSM 2018 Programming Submissions
  • ABPTRFE Ad-Hoc Meeting follow up
  • ABPTRFE Quarterly Newsletter questions
  • Ed Section RF-SIG Webinars
  • Standardized application/offer dates

• 12:40-12:50 Strategic Planning
  • Plan and budget

• 12:50-1:00
  • Questions and other items
Thank You!

• Carol Jo Tischner, Lisa Black and Christina Gomez
• Elaine Lonneman
  • AAOMPT shout outs in Monthly Newsletter
• Kirk Bentzen
  • Volunteering to represent ORF-SIG with ClinEd Ad-Hoc group regarding resident interviews on Terminal internships
• Kris Porter and Matt Stark
  • Member engagement - Welcome Letter and Website
• Kris Porter
  • Mentorship Webinar collaboration RF-SIG
• Molly Malloy and Jason Zafero crew
  • PT Think Tank Representative with RF-SIG
  • Think Tank Lead
• Stephan Kareha
  • Leading group discussion and survey for standardized offer date
• Tom Denninger
  • OP Research submission– One Size Doesn’t Fit all Orthopaedic Program Survey Results

• Strategic Planning Committee
  • Aimee Klein
  • Chris Gaines
  • Chrysta Lloyd
  • Darren Calley
  • Molly Malloy
  • Megan Frazee
  • Kathy Ceislek
  • Kirk Bentzen
  • Kris Porter
  • Matthew Thomason
  • Mary Kate McDonnell
  • Mary Derrick
  • Melissa Dreger
  • Sarah Nonaka
  • Stephen Kareha

CSM Review

• Meeting minutes: Orthopaedic Website
  • Questions?

• ABPTRFE Ad-Hoc R/F Section Leadership meeting
  • First meeting involving all R/F leaders of different Sections
    • Shared what each group is doing and where they are in their development
  • Good discussion regarding consistent struggles with Quality Standards
    • Short Time Frame, new hourly requirements, DRP/DFP patient populations/PHC
      • After discussion standards have been pushed back to 2020
      • Until then programs can use their current mode but any resident/fellow seen in 2020 will need to track the new standards.
CSM Follow up

• 2018 Programming Submissions
  • Pre-Con Course
    • Clinical excellence and quality standards in R/F education
  • Education Section Collaboration
    • Clinical Reasoning-Not as Easy as you Think: Strategies for Mentor and Mentee

• ABPTRFE Ad-Hoc R/F Section Leadership meeting
  • Decided to meet 3-4x year to share what each Section is doing
  • Will not unfortunately be an outlet to discuss Quality Standards
    • We are still working on this

AAOMPT Update on DFP/DRP

• New Rubric refers to the DRP and DFP for checklists
  • AAOMPT Submitted a letter to ABPTRFE a minimum requirement of 75 hours by a Fellow of AAOMPT in the DFP as a minimum requirement.
  • This would reduce the risk of a 2nd tier fellow outside of AAOMPT and IFOMPT which would create further public confusion
  • ABPTRFE to review in May meeting
ABPTRFE Newsletter

- Quality Standard New Due Date- Jan 2020
- Accreditation Rubric
  - ABPTRFE, Council, and Committee to review programs application and site visits
- Quality Standards for non-clinical PT crosswalk doc
- Description of Residency Practice and Primary Health Conditions
  - Video: Provided history- When Why and How?
  - Common Codes Used
- Accreditation Management System
  - All programs undergoing accreditation and re-accreditation being inputted
    - More information coming...
- Educational Leadership Conference- 20% discount
- Entrustable Professional Activities Free Webinar TONIGHT 7pm ET!
- ACAPT: GAMER – Grantsmanship and Mentorship in Education Research
  - ELP- Hosting 4 day intensive workshop for 10 individuals interested in advancing the science of education.
  - Apps due by May 10th

Primary Health Conditions Work Group

- Discussion: 57 Diagnoses
  - How will programs track?
    - Residents?
    - Software?
  - Any utilization for education/implementation?

- Interested Individuals?
  - Molly Malloy, Mary Derrick, Cheri Hodges, Kathleen, Geist, Kathryn Ianmarino,
    - Ex- Kirk
  - Discussion: Challenge for multi-site programs, hopes for software to extract ICD:10 codes, Still a lack of clarity on how this is used, and the specifications of this. Questions regarding age in this as well, is this a check list or something else, What constitutes exposure
  - The WHY? Transparency
  - The assurance of broad exposure?
Ed Section RF-SIG

• PT Think Tank
  • Molly- Currently collecting information from programs regarding curriculum and mentorship.
    • Evaluating all models of delivery with a common rubric.

• Mentorship Webinar
  • Met this am- Two Free Webinars planned for Summer and Fall
    • Mentoring the Mentor
      • June 21st @ 5:30pm PST / 7:30pm CST / 8:30 EST

• Communication Platform Results:
  • Next Slide

Communication Preference Results

Q4 Please select your preferred method(s) for receiving general ORF-SIG communications:

Q5 Please select your secondary method for receiving general ORF-SIG communications:
Dialogue and Sharing Information

Q6 Please select your preferred PRIMARY method for ORF-SIG online dialogue and sharing information

Q7 Please select your preferred SECONDARY method for ORF-SIG online dialogue and sharing information

Standardized Application / Offer Dates

• Other Sections Using this:
  • Sports (~75% involved)
  • Peds: 14/22 programs

• Current Discussion
  • Lower number of applicants
    • Volume and qualified
  • Accepted candidate accepting elsewhere
  • Possibility of sending letter to non-accepted candidates of other open positions

• Survey
  • Program Model
  • Start dates
  • Available positions and FTE available
  • Length of position
    • Annual or long-term
  • Use of RF-PTCAS
  • Admission Criteria
  • Ideal Candidate
  • Interest in common application/match date
Standardized Application/Offer Date Committee

• Discussion
  • Coordinated timeline / offer date etc
    • Does this affect # applicants?
  • Are different programs competing for same candidates?
  • Matching? Work to do this?
  • For those not apart of it may accept sooner
  • May not be the best for the whole but for some.
  • Is there a way for a better system to see availability of other programs yet?
    • Can the applicants have a place to look at availability

• Lead: Stephen Kareha,
• Sarah Worth- Sharing available applicants
• Fewer Applicants: Mary Jo Wagar
  • Demographics/geographical location, SPT knowledge/desire, Available spots, Finances?
• Misha Bradford, Aaron Keil, Eric Magrum

Strategic Planning:

• Practice and Advocacy
  • Kathleen Geist
    • kgeist@emory.edu
• Education:
  • Molly Malloy
    • molly.malloy@uchospitals.edu
• Research
  • Kathleen Geist
    • kgeist@emory.edu
• Membership
  • Kris Porter and Matt Stark
    • Matt.stark275@gmail.com

Discussion/Comments:
Budget - Due June

- Strategic Plan Committee
- Webinar speakers
- Online Journal Club for Residents
- Research grants
- Scholarships
  - Developing Program /Re-accreditation
  - Resident
- Member engagement
  - National Student Conclave
  - NEXT Conference
- Swag

Other Ideas:

Other Items and Questions?
Thank You!

• Don’t forget next SIG Webinar meetings

• Wednesday, July 18th at Noon (CST)
• Wednesday, October 17th at 10am (CST)
• Wednesday, Jan 16th at 1pm (CST)